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CELL-LIKE MAPPINGS BETWEEN CS SETS

JAMES P. HLNDERSON

Abstract. A CS set is a certain type of stratified metric space. The structure of a CS

set which is a generalized «-manifold is determined. A class of cell-like mappings

between CS sets is defined, and it is shown that such a cell-like mapping with

manifold image M", n j= 4, is approximable by homeomorphisms.

Introduction. Edwards' approximation theorem [4] for CE mappings from an

«-manifold M, « > 5, onto a finite-dimensional ANR has provided an elegant, yet

simple, technique for identifying those mappings which can be approximated by

homeomorphisms. In attempting to extend and exploit this result, it seems natural to

consider situations which lead one to reduce given problems to ones involving CE

mappings from manifolds onto finite-dimensional ANR's. In the cases to be consid-

ered here, we will be working with finite-dimensional metric spaces which are

stratified into topological manifolds. The main thrust will be to define a certain class

of cell-like mappings between such stratified spaces and to consider the situation in

which at least one of the domain and range is a manifold.

Related results were first obtained by Handel [5] and then, closer to the spirit of

the present problem, the author [7-10]. In the previous results, each point preimage

was required to be individually shrinkable, a condition not required here.

1. Preliminaries. A (TOP) stratified space X consists of a topological space X and

a filtration of * into closed subsets Xlk) of X such that 0 = X(~u Ç X(0) C X0) Ç

■ ■ ■ C X and the components of X[k] = X(k) - X{k~u are open subsets of X[k]

(and are topological Ar-manifolds without boundary). The set X[k] is the k-stratum

and X{k) is the k-skeleton.

A CS set A' is a TOP stratified space X such that for each integer m and

x E X[m], there is a compact stratified space L and an open embedding «:

Rm X cL^ X taking 0 X c to x such that

h(Rm X cL) n X[k] = h{Rm X (cL)(k~m)) = h(Rm X c(L(*"m_1))).

Here cL is the open cone on L stratified by c = cL[0] and (cL)" = c(L("~X)). We

assume all spaces are finite dimensional, so there is an integer « such that X = X(n).

There may be several CS structures on a given topological space X. However, one

may obtain a minimal CS stratification on a CS set as follows. Let I(x, X) be the

intrinsic dimension of x in X, defined by I(x, X) — max{« G Z | there is a compact
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space L and an open embedding «: R" X cL — X taking 0 X c to x}. If X(n) = [x E

X\I(x, X) < «} and X[n] = X{n) - Xin~l), then according to Handel [6], {Xik)}

does provide a CS structure for a CS set X, and if {5<A>} is any other CS structure in

X, X(n) ç S(n). Thus any CS structure mentioned will be assumed to be the minimal

one.

2. Mappings between CS sets. The problem to be considered is that of determining

conditions under which proper, cell-like (CE) mappings between CS sets may be

approximated by homeomorphisms. We first consider some restrictions on the point

preimages of such a CE mapping. The following definition is taken from [7] and

applied to CS sets.

Definition. A compact subset C of a CS set X is cellular in X if there is a

pseudoisotopy ht: X -» X such that C is the only nondegenerate point preimage of

«,.

The nature of cellular subsets of CS sets is described by the following theorem.

The proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.2 of [7] and is omitted.

Theorem 1. Let C be a compact subset of the CS set X. Then the following are

equivalent:

( 1 ) C is a cellular subset of X.

(2) -n: X -» X/C is approximable by homeomorphisms.

(3) X— C\'^=lN¡ where N¡ is a neighborhood of C homeomorphic to Rk X cL for

some compact stratified space L.

It is not our intention to discuss CE mappings between CS sets having cellular

point preimages, for the results on cellular mappings between polyhedra in [7-10]

may be generalized to apply to CS sets with the aid of Theorem 2 below. However,

at this stage we note that if /: X -» Y is a CE mapping between CS sets which is

approximable by homeomorphisms, it follows from part (3) of the above theorem

that each point preimage would be a cellular subset of X. Our restriction on point

preimages will then consist of some property of cellular sets, with the chosen

property not strong enough to guarantee cellularity. Note that if C is a cellular

subset of a CS set X, then for each neighborhood U of C, there is a neighborhood V

of C in U and a stratum respecting contraction «,: V -» U. By stratum respecting we

mean that I(ht(x), X) > I(hs(x), X) for t < s. Thus there is a "nice" contraction of

C in each of its neighborhoods. This is the property we wish to discuss.

Definition. A compact subset of C of a CS set A' is a rooted cell-like set if for

each neighborhood U of C in X, there is a neighborhood V of C in X and a stratum

respecting contraction of V in U.

It should be pointed out that if X is a manifold, there is no difference between

cell-like and rooted cell-like subsets. A nontrivial example of a rooted cell-like subset

of R3+ , the upper half-space in R3, may be obtained from Bing's [1] decomposition

of R3+ used to show that the identity sewing of two Alexander crumpled cubes yields

S3. One need only run an arc through the Cantor set where the nondegeneracy set of

the decomposition intersects the R2 boundary of R3+ and take the union of that arc

in R2 and the nondegeneracy set of the decomposition.
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It also should be pointed out that rooted cell-like sets were the natural candidates

to which a cellularity criterion was applied in [7], a criterion which could also be

extended to CS sets.

We now define the class of mappings with which we will deal.

Definition. A proper mapping /: X — Y between CS sets is a rooted cell-like

(RCE) mapping if for each y E Y,f~\y) is a nonempty rooted cell-like subset of X.

3. Generalized manifolds. We shall mainly be concerned here with RCE mappings

between CS sets, at least one of which is a topological manifold. Since RCE

mappings are fine homotopy equivalences, if /: X -» Y is a RCE mapping with either

X or Y a generalized «-manifold, both X and Y must be generalized «-manifolds.

Thus we wish to investigate the structure of CS sets which are generalized «-mani-

folds. We first need a lemma concerning the product of certain generalized mani-

folds with the real line R'.

Lemma 1. Let A be a closed subset of a generalized n-manifold X, « > 4, with

dim A < n - 2. If (X - A)XR} is an (n + \)-manifold, then X X R} is also an

(n + \)-manifold.

Proof. Let/: M -» Xbe a resolution of X [11]. Then if G is the decomposition of

M whose nondegeneracy set consists of {f~\x) \x E A}, it follows that (M/G) X

R1 s M X R1 since dim A « « - 2 [3]. Thus / X id: M X R - X X R can be ap-

proximated by a cell-like mapping g: MXR-<IXR which is 1-1 over A. Since

A is closed and (X — A)XRl isan(«+ l)-manifold, one can then approximate

g | g~\(X — A) X R) by a homeomorphism g which may be extended to

g-\(X-A)XR)byg.

The following characterization of CS sets which are generalized «-manifolds is

very similar to Cannon's result for polyhedra [2].

Theorem 2. Let X be a CS set which is a generalized n-manifold. Then X = X[n] U

X[0]. If n *£ 3, X[0] = 0 and for n > 5, each x E X[0] has a neighborhood homeo-

morphic to the open cone over a non-simply-connected homology (n — \)-sphere.

Proof. Since for each x E X[k], x has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to

Rk X cL, it suffices to classify the possible structures of these defining neighbor-

hoods. R* X cL will also be a generalized «-manifold, as will (R* X cL) — (Rk X c)

= Rk + l X L. Therefore cL is a generalized (« — A:)-manifold and L is a generalized

(n — k — l)-manifold with the global homology of an (« — k — l)-sphere. Thus if

dim cL < 3, dimL < 2, and L is a topological (n — k — l)-sphere, cL is an (« — k )-

manifold, and x E X[n].

We now consider the case where dim cL > 4. If k > 2, then dimR'' X cL s* 6 and

R* X cL is a generalized «-manifold satisfying the disjoint disks property [3] and

hence is an «-manifold [4].

For k = 1 we note that, as above, (R' X cL) — (R[ X c) is homeomorphic to

R2 X L and hence is an «-manifold since dimR2 X L> 5. Thus we can now apply

Lemma 1 with X = cL and A = c to conclude that R1 X cL is an «-manifold. Thus it

follows that X[k] - 0 for 0 < A: < n.
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For the remaining case we have A: = 0. Here x E X[Q] has a neighborhood

homeomorphic to cL. Again, L has the global homology of an (« — l)-sphere, but L

need not be an (« — l)-manifold. Note that since cL — c corresponds to an open

subset of X — X[0] = X[n], cL — c ~ R1 X L is an «-manifold, and L is a gener-

alized (« — l)-manifold. Thus for « > 5, there is an «-manifold M and a CE

mapping/: M — L [11]. Now/X id: M X R -» L X R can be approximated arbi-

trarily closely by homeomorphisms since both M X R and L X R are «-manifolds

[4]. Thus one can then extend a homeomorphism «: cM — c -» cL — c to a homeo-

morphism «: cM -» cL, and M is the desired homology (« — l)-sphere.

The next two corollaries follow easily.

Corollary 1. If X is a CS set which is a generalized n-manifold, then X XR is an

n-manifold.

Corollary 2. If X and Y are CS sets with either X or Y a generalized n-manifold

and f: X -» Y a CE mapping, then fX id: ÍXR-»iXR is approximable by

homeomorphisms.

4. RCE mappings and manifold. Examples have long been known of RCE

mappings with manifold domain which cannot be approximated by homeomor-

phism. One can produce such an example by collapsing to a point a contractible

submanifold M" of S", « > 5, where the boundary of M" is a non-simply-connected

homology (« — l)-sphere. It follows from Theorem 2 that such isolated singularities

are the only possibilities since the image of a manifold under an RCE mapping is a

CS set which is a generalized «-manifold having only discrete singularities in its

0-stratum.

Although one can create new singularities with an RCE mapping, the following

result states that singularities in a CS set which is a generalized «-manifold cannot be

eliminated by RCE mappings.

Theorem 3. Let f: X -> M be an RCE mapping with M an n-manifold, « ¥= 4. Then

f can be approximated by homeomorphisms.

Proof. Since X must be an «-manifold for « < 3, we need only consider the case

« > 5. Since X = X[n] U X[0], the proof will be completed by showing that X[0] =

0. In any case, X[0] is a discrete subset of X and we may assume/is 1-1 over

M-f(X[0]).
Let x £ A"[0]. Then x has a neighborhood homeomorphic to c77, where 77 is a

homology (« — l)-sphere. Given a neighborhood Uoîf~\f(x)), there is a neighbor-

hood Voîf~\f(x)) in U missing X[0] — x and a stratum respecting contraction «,:

V — U. Choose a tame «-cell D in/(F) containing/(x) in its interior. Then/_1(37))

is a bicollared (« — l)-sphere 2 in X[n] n V. Using the cone neighborhood c77 and

the special contraction «r, identify an «-manifold Win X[n] D Y with two boundary

components Af, and M2 such that Mx — 2, M2 = 77, and W strong deformation

retracts onto M2. Let r: A/, -» M2 be the final stage of the strong deformation

retraction restricted to A/,. Then r: M{ — M2 is a degree-1 mapping. If 77 is the

universal cover of M2, the mapping r lifts to r: A/, -> 7F. However, if 7r,(M2) = w,(77)
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is finite, then deg p = k for some integer k, where p: 77 -> M2 is the covering map.

But since 1 = deg r = (deg r)(àeg p), deg p can be no integer other than one. Thus

7?-|(/7) must be infinite. However, this implies Hn_](H) = 0 and deg r = 0. Thus a

contradiction is reached in either case and the assumption that x E X[0] is incorrect.
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